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The DingleDorfs are animated baseball caps that came to life from spools of bio-Cyber-Fiber tread left in
a ball cap manufacturers shipment receiving door by an alien spaceship. They were manufactured into
ball caps but because of the rubbery nature from the Cyber-Fiber, they were rejected and thrown into the
dumpster. That night the DingleDorfs became alive, crawled out and have been pestering the world ever
since.
Their names are Strike, Yokie, Tweet, Nutsy, Finder, Quicksand, and Jewel. Their tough hands are like
dexterous baseball gloves allowing to easily catch anything the size of a baseball and climb trees like
monkeys. They are hilarious, playful, curious & lovable, annoying, nonsense creatures. Instead of using
hard core violence with sword & guns to fight their enemies, they challenge their foes in sports games
and adventure. They are always getting into trouble when trying to solve mysteries. They are slapstick
funny, think of the Three Stooges or Marx Brothers as animated baseball caps unintentionally pestering
society.
Besides sports, they have a mission to make the world a more environmentally friendly place (cleanup
plastics garbage…etc., planting trees, clean water, lower carbon emissions)

There is nothing like them anywhere…!!!

DingleDorf Characters & Personalities
The Dingledorfs are a pose of stooge like animated ball cap characters. They originated
when an alien space ship dropped off spools of bio-intelligent fiber at a ball-cap factory in
a small New England town. Each character has a special character and some form of
disability due to manufacturing and the bio Cyber-Fiber imperfections which is why the
aliens got rid of the spools.
Strike
He is very conscience of his mental & physical abilities. He strikes out too often playing
baseball ( his nickname) which can depress him, but under pressure down to the last
minute, he will often hit a game winning home run. Also on the positive side, he can strike
out many of his opponents. He often doubts his abilities, lacks confidence but has an inner
strength & talent that delivers at the right time and during such times he becomes the
leader and team captain of the Dingledorfs. Strike lives his life on the sloppy side trying to
be tidy but its just not in his character just lives by happy-go-lucky moments.

Yokie

He is Strike’s best friend and tags along too often agrees with him. But when they disagree
they argue for hours like brothers sharing the same room. He gives Strike too much bad
advice complicating Strike’s already challenging life. Yokie is the groups navigator having
a good sense of direction and geography. He’s very confident but too often forgetful,
getting the DingleDorfs lost on their adventures. In sports, he’s an average ball hitter, you
never know where the ball will go, and normally plays both 1st & 2nd base.

Tweet
He is the quiet one mainly because he has disabilities in speech & coordination (has
trouble expressing himself & short memory). But he is creative, a good guitar player,
abstract art painter, and poet. He applies his creative talents to help the DingleDorfs get
through difficult situations and be creative. Loves to listen to music via his ever-growing
music amplification equipment. Having longer legs than the others, he’s the outfielder able
to get the ball faster but he’s a lousy hitter.

Jewelry ( Jewel)
She is the tidy one, a fashionista on Instagram with a few Tom boy characteristics and a
frugal shopper. She scrupulously works the buying deals for the team. She takes care of
herself, eats right, meditates, does yoga and like to keep her appearance up. She often says
the word “ jeepers” or “ eebee geebees” to express her feelings or the situation. She like to
bunt the ball and manages the dugout.

Nutsy
There is always one weird one in a group and Nutsy is it. He’s the real stooge, with a slight
limp in his walk (his disability), and leads the rest of pack into foolish dumb things &
situations. It’s always Nutsy’s idea & fault. His strengths are in inherent ability to detect
danger and trouble before it happens. He like to play jokes & pranks on the others. Like’s
to masquerade as “ Doctor DingleDorf “ or “ Professor DingleDorf “. He’s normally handles
3rd base and fouls balls.

Finder
He is the scientist, investigator, the forecaster & predictor, philosopher, the rational
thinker seeking root-cause in issues and problems facing the Dingledorfs. He’s discovers
the facts when they try to fight the global climate issues and pollution. His hobbies include
astronomy, physics, philosophy and investing in stocks. His disability is that he’s dyslexic.

Quicksand
He’s the cowboy, the lone ranger, futilely tries to keep the stooge DingleDorfs in order.
Frequently wanders away from the group and has a disability to remember how to get
back. I don’t use this character too often but find his personality useful.

DingleDog & the TwinkleDorfs
I occasionally use these characters as side-kicks and commentators when the DingleDorfs
are in precarious situations.

Ali-Cat
She’s a Tomboy 5 year old character. A character that pops in now and then who is like a
big sister to the DingleDorfs.
She mothers the Dingledorfs, cleans them in the washing machine, feeds them yarn,
repairs them when they wear, and throws them out of house if they overstay their
welcome or are too annoying for her.

Three books have been written featuring the DingleDorf adventures.
“ The Mysterious Menacing Meteor” An outer space visitor disrupts their baseball game creating the first
interstellar baseball game. The DingleDorfs go through an odyssey chasing trying to hit the meteor with
their bats. This story is normally for the younger kids and introduces them to some science. The full
version can be downloaded at VillageStar.com. Click on the “ Book & Prints” top menu selection.

“ The Everglades Adventure” The Dingledorfs battle the DingleGators over the rights of the Everglades
through a sports game! This story is one of many when the DingleDorfs get involved in saving the world’s
climate and ecosystem. Download the full story at VillageStar.com.

This is the first publication of the DingleDorfs. The DingleDorfs battle the DingleSaurs in a fierce baseball
game. Find out how the game is won! Download the full story at VillageStar.com.

Merchandizing !

Toys – prototype of a DingleDorf toy

Apparal –

It’s just the beginning !

Imagine cartoons shows interacting with humans like Ali-Cat ( below)

Dingledorf concepts to consider for gags, T-shirts, mugs, bumper stickers….etc.
I’m a Dingledorf, You are a DingleDorf, DingleDorfs Are Us, I Love DingleDorfs, I work with DingleDorfs,
Have You Hugged a DingleDorf, , DingleDorfs Forever, The World Needs More DingleDorfs, DingleDorfs
on Vacation, DingleDorfs on Duty, DingleDorfs on the Internet, What Are DingleDorfs, DingleDorfs on
Duty, DingleDorfs on Parade, I found a DingleDorf, Support Your Local Dingledorfs, Honk for DingleDorfs,
Is there a DingleDorf in the audience?, DingleDorfs Go Home, DingleDorfs in Healthcare, DingleDorfs on
Campus, I Love My DingleDorfs, Ich bin ein DingleDorf, Je suis DingleDorf, There’s a DingleDorf in my
Soup, Are we DingleDorfing?, I’m DingleDorfing, DingleDorf Hall of Fame,
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